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Part I: MECHANICS 1. Physics and Measurement 2. Motion in One Dimension 3. Vectors 4. Motion in Two
Dimensions 5. The Laws of Motion 6. Circular Motion and Other Applications of Newtonâ€™s Laws
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The Sundial Bridge (also known as the Sundial Bridge at Turtle Bay) is a cantilever spar cable-stayed bridge
for bicycles and pedestrians that spans the Sacramento River in Redding, California, United States and forms
a large sundial.
Sundial Bridge at Turtle Bay - Wikipedia
Momentum is a measurable quantity, and the measurement depends on the motion of the observer. For
example: if an apple is sitting in a glass elevator that is descending, an outside observer, looking into the
elevator, sees the apple moving, so, to that observer, the apple has a non-zero momentum.
Momentum - Wikipedia
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Na mecÃ¢nica clÃ¡ssica, momento linear (tambÃ©m chamado de quantidade de movimento, momentum
linear ou simplesmente momentum, a que a linguagem popular chama, por vezes, balanÃ§o ou "embalo")
Ã© o produto da massa pela velocidade de um objeto.
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